We de ne a true concurrency semantics for LO, a reactive programming language characterized by dynamically recon gurable agents (processes), with interagent communication implemented as broadcasting and logical operators corresponding to Linear Logic connectives. Our semantic model is given by the well-known Chemical Abstract Machine formalism, where concurrent events happen in the form of chemical-like reactions. Our approach consists of mapping LO computations into CHAM computations and is easily generalizable to CHAM-related models like CHARMs, rewriting logics etc. We propose two mappings from LO to CHAMs, both making use of the \membrane" mechanism of the CHAM, but di ering in the choice of active elements: in one case, the messages are passive and the agents are the active entities which perform read and write operations; by contrast, in the second case, the agents are passive with respect to communication and the messages themselves move around the solution to deliver their content to each agent. The results in the paper show the e ectiveness of the CHAM and related formalisms as abstract frameworks for modeling the implementation of practical languages on parallel architectures. Furthermore, they provide insight on the two following issues: (i) the amount of synchronization needed to add broadcasting to one-to-one communication primitives; (ii) the problem of parallel searching for Linear Logic proofs.
Introduction
In this paper, we provide a true concurrency semantic characterization for LO 4, 3, 2], a language designed for programming reactive systems. LO is nding applications in such elds as parallel algorithms 3, 5] , distributed simulations 2] and as a coordination language for extending the capabilities of object-oriented languages 8]. LO views the computation as performed by concurrent agents that are themselves characterized by multiple concurrent internal threads of computation; agents can self-replicate, and their primary form of communication is broadcasting. LO's operators correspond to Linear Logic connectives 10]; hence, LO can be viewed as a \linear logic programming language". One main motivation for giving a true concurrency semantics to LO is that it provides us with an exact picture of the di erent options available for its parallel implementation. More generally, we want also to gain insight on synchronization problems related to broadcasting and on the subject of parallel search of Linear Logic proofs. As far as broadcasting in LO is concerned, a major issue is soundness (that is, the requirement that every message is delivered exactly once to each receiver), under the assumption that the number of receiving agents may change at run time; this situation is common to other reactive systems, be they concurrent programming languages or operating systems. As far as proofs in Linear Logic are concerned, we shall show that CHAMs provide proof encodings characterized by a similar degree of parallelism as Proof Nets 10] , but better suited for practical implementation in the context of linear logic programming. Our model of true concurrency is given by the well-known Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) framework 7] , which extends the Gamma model 6], and where concurrent events take the form of chemical-like reactions. Our approach consists of mapping LO computations into CHAM rewrite sequences and is easily generalizable to formalisms related to the CHAM like CHARMs 9] , rewriting logics 15] etc. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the main points about the CHAM. Section 3 formally describes LO and its model of concurrent computation. In section 4 we show how LO computations can be encoded into CHAM computations. We start from the basic case of LO computations where no broadcasting is involved, and then we consider how things change once broadcasting has to be taken into account; in terms of the corresponding CHAM encodings, this will typically imply, with respect to the situation characterized by absence of broadcasting, the introduction of a notion of \time", to indicate that a given agent has already seen, or has not yet seen, a certain message. Di erent choices will be possible here, by making time either linear or branching; for all cases, theorems will be provided to show the correctness and the completeness of the encodings. Finally, we shall devote section 5 to the discussion of the results. Remark: due to space restrictions, the proofs of the theorems are omitted. They are available in the technical report version of this paper.
CHAM Preliminaries
The basic idea of the CHAM 7] is that the state of a system is like a chemical solution where molecules oat around. These molecules can interact with each other according to some reaction rules. Possible contact between molecules is provided for by some means of a stirring mechanism. The solution transformation process is truly parallel since any number of transformations can be performed at the same time, when several rules can be applied to the solution simultaneously and no molecule is involved in more than one rule. Subsolutions can also be transformed in parallel.
Solutions are shown using membrane delimiters fj j g and can be treated as molecules or appear as subsolutions in a molecule. In the following m ranges over molecules and S ranges over solutions, with ] being multiset union.
There are certain laws associated with a CHAM. The reaction laws comprise the rewrite rules of the CHAM, and these rules are speci c to each CHAM. The rewrite rules only apply to molecules in solutions, not within molecules. Using the CHAM rewrite rules a multiset of molecules is related to a multiset of molecules. A solution consisting of an instance of a left hand side of a reaction rule can be substituted by a solution consisting of the corresponding instance of the rules right hand side. In addition to the reaction laws there are three meta ) and \top" (written >). We assume an initial (possibly in nite) set of atomic formulae A from which we can recursively de ne two classes of expressions: \resource formulae" R and \program formulae" P.
is a set of program formulae and a \context" is a nite multiset of resource formulae. An LO sequent is a pair written as P`C where P is a program and C is a context.
A \proof" is a tree structure whose nodes are labeled with LO sequents. By convention, a proof tree is graphically represented with its root at the bottom and growing upward. Its branches are obtained as instances of the following inference gures. In these gures, P and C denote, respectively, a program and a context. R; R 1 ; R 2 denote resource formulae and the expression C; R denotes the context obtained as the multiset union of C and the singleton R. Notice that, by de nition, the elements of a multiset are not ordered. Therefore, the order of the atoms in the left-hand side of a program formula is not relevant.
Operational Interpretation of the Inference Figures
Read bottom-up, a proof with root sequent P`C gives us a static representation (a \snapshot") of the overall evolution of a system of agents working on the initial set of resources C under program P. 
Proof Construction
A \program call" is a pair hP; Ri consisting of an LO program P and a resource formula R. De nition 1 A target proof for a program call hP; Ri is a proof such that its root is a sequent of the form P`C; R, where C is a context containing only atoms.
In other words, target proofs are searched in such a way that the context at their root node may properly contain the initial resource of the program call. We consider two proof construction mechanisms. Let be any LO proof.
Expansion:
Let be an open leaf of whose sequent matches the lower sequent of an inference gure. Let De nition 2 A proof construction sequence is a sequence of proofs 1 ; : : :; n such that 8k = 1; : : :; n ? 1
The trivial proof o reduced to the single node P`R is obviously a target proof for the program call hP; Ri.
Hence, by application of theorem 1, so is any proof such that there exists a proof construction sequence leading from o to . Furthermore, it can be shown that the proofs obtained by this method are all the possible target proofs for the program call, so that the two construction mechanisms introduced above are also complete. In the agent-oriented computational interpretation of proof construction, an expansion step corresponds to an agent state transition whereas an instantiation step corresponds to a form of communication by broadcasting; indeed, the atom which is added to all the nodes in an instantiation step acts as a message broadcast to all the living agents in the system.
Control of Broadcast Communication
Unfortunately, the two mechanisms of expansion (i.e. state transition) and instantiation (i.e. broadcast communication) are here completely disconnected: indeed, it can be shown that any expansion step permutes with any instantiation step. In order to allow a form of synchronization between the two mechanisms, required in most applications, we introduce a pragmatic tool which gives the programmer some control over the order of execution of expansion steps and instantiation steps in proof constructions (we loose completeness here). Let^be a special symbol, called the \broadcast" marker, which can be used to pre x any atom in the input part of a program formula. Consider then the following program formula:
This means that, to apply this program formula in an expansion step using the progression inference gure, the atom p (unmarked) must be found in the context of the selected node, while the atom a is added to this context by performing beforehand an instantiation step adding a to all the nodes of the proof 1 . Except in this situation, no other instantiation steps are allowed. A proof construction sequence satisfying this requirement is called \regular". In the rest of this paper, we consider only regular proof construction sequences, and we take the phrase \proof construction" to mean \regular proof construction". 
Encoding LO Computations into CHAM Computations
In this section we show how LO computations can be mapped into corresponding CHAM computations. The basic idea is that each open leaf of an LO proof, which represents a living agent of the system, is mapped into a sub-solution in the CHAM. The following de nition, which will be exploited later on in the translation schemes, maps a resource formula into the set of multisets of atoms which it yields when decomposed (by application of the Decomposition inference gures).
De nition 4 Let R be a resource formula, we take kRk to be the set of \par-components" of R 1 Notice the di erence here between our broadcast marker and the \tell" mechanism of Concurrent Constraint Logic Programming Languages 20]: in our case, a copy of each broadcast message is delivered to each receiver which can locally consume it; on the other hand, told constraints are added to the global constraint store from where they cannot be removed. two par-components, respectively fp; rg and fq; rg. These are indeed the multisets of resources which replace the resource R in the two branches of proof obtained in its decomposition. We rst give the translation from LO to CHAM computations in the simple case of programs without occurrences of the broadcast marker, and then, we extend the basic mapping scheme with the broadcast mechanism.
The Basic Case: No Broadcasting
The CHAM used here is simply composed of a set of subsolutions. Each subsolution represents an open node in the proof (i.e. a living agent), and contains a multiset of resource formulae (i.e. the state of the corresponding agent).
De nition 5 Let be a proof. We take cham( ) to be the CHAM solution consisting of the subsolutions of the form fj C j g where C is the context at an open leaf of .
The following de nitions provide translation schemes for mapping progression and decomposition inference gures into CHAM rules in the case of LO programs where no program formula is decorated with the broadcast marker .
De nition 6 (Progression rules) Let De nition 7 (Decomposition rules) Let R be a resource formula; we take R to be the following CHAM rule: If Then R is the rule kRk = ; fj R / S j g ?! : kRk = f g R ?! kRk = f 1 ; : : :; n g with n 2 fj R / S j g ?! fj S ] 1 j g ; : : :; fj S ] n j g Just as above, the decomposition inference gures are compiled away into CHAM rules for each resource formula to which they apply. By de nition 4, the par-components of a resource formula R are the multisets of atoms obtained by recursively applying the decomposition inference gures to R till only atomic formulae remain. When there is only one par-component (second line of the table in the de nition above), the decomposition is purely local to the subsolution in which it occurs. On the other hand, when there are zero or more than one par-components ( rst and third line, respectively, in the table), the content of the global solution is modi ed, as the whole subsolution where Notice that the output part and the broadcast atoms of the input part of the formula are coupled together within molecules of a new kind, of the form R^ (where R is a resource formula and a multiset of atoms), so as to express the synchronization condition captured by the regularity requirement of proof construction. The CHAM rules implementing decomposition and broadcasting are presented below, using two alternative \time stamp" mechanisms. In both cases, the subsolutions representing the living agents are indexed with a time stamp, but, in the rst case, time stamps form a totally ordered linear sequence, whereas the second case makes use of a partial order with a branching structure.
Linear Time
Here, the global solution contains, besides the subsolutions corresponding to the living agents, a (unique) global clock written t! (where t is the current global time encoded as a non negative integer) together with blocks of messages of the form t! where t is a time stamp and a multiset of atoms. These blocks represent broadcast messages and need to be pre xed with a time stamp in order to ensure that agents read them only once. For each time stamp t lower than the current global time, there is one and only one block of messages pre xed with t, and there are no blocks of messages pre xed with time stamps larger than or equal to the current global time. The idea is that each agent indexed with a given time stamp t has already read all the messages pre xed with time stamps lower than or equal to t, and still need to read the messages pre xed with time stamps greater than t. The synchronization is achieved as follows. When an agent is indexed with a time stamp t lower than the current global time, and hence attached to a unique block of messages, this block of messages is read by the agent, i.e. it is added to its current state. This is achieved by the following CHAM rule. We take broadcast-rule to be the set consisting of this single rule.
fj S j g t ; t! ?! fj S ] j g (t+1)
; t! Notice that the time stamp of the agent is incremented, so that it will never read the block of messages again. On the other hand, the block of messages itself is not discarded, as other agents may still have to read it. If an agent is indexed with the current global time, then, and only then, it is allowed to broadcast messages (pre xed with the global time, which then gets incremented) and decompose resource formulae.
De nition 9 Let R be a resource formula, and o be a multiset of atoms, we take R^ o to be the following ; (t + 1)! where kRk = f 1 ; : : :; n g. Notice that each application of any of these rules grabs the global clock, so that broadcast operations are here sequentialized. Furthermore, the agent(s) resulting from the decomposition of R is (are) indexed with the time stamp t + 1, so that they cannot read the messages in o , which are pre xed with t. This is indeed required since, in LO, broadcast messages are immediately discarded from the state of the agent which initiates the broadcast, before the transition speci ed by R is performed. Figure 2 shows the system of agents at work. At any time, each agent can either be a reader, a writer or noncommunicating. There might be several simultaneous read operations 2 , whereas only one write operation is allowed at a time. Of course, evolutions inside the agents (subsolutions) are completely independent and may occur in parallel. We now map LO proofs into CHAM solutions.
De nition 10 Let be a proof and t be a time stamp. We take cham( ; t) to be the CHAM solution consisting of the molecule t! together with the subsolutions of the form fj C j g t where C is the context at an open leaf of .
In other words, this mapping assumes that each open leaf of the proof is mapped into a subsolution indexed with the global time (this amounts to a global synchronization of all the agents). Furthermore, given a solution S, we take filter(S) to be the solution obtained by deleting from S all the blocks of messages (of the form u^ ). We can now formally state the equivalence between LO computations and CHAM computations as follows: Theorem 3 Let P be an LO program, let and 0 be two proofs based on P and let t be any time stamp. We consider on one hand (regular) proof construction sequences based on P and on the other hand the CHAM consisting of the set of rules fPg P2P fR^ g R; broadcast-rule 
Branching Time
Here, the time stamps are nite ordered sequences of positive integers. The empty sequence is written and the expression k:t denotes the sequence with rst element k (an integer) and tail t (a sequence itself). The global solution contains, besides the subsolutions corresponding to the living agents, four kinds of oating molecules:
Branching points of the form & t n (where n 2) encoding a transition, at time t, with n output states (creation by cloning).
Terminating points of the form > t encoding a transition, at time t, with no output state (termination). Upward and downward blocks of messages of the form, respectively t " and t # where t is a time stamp and is a multiset of atoms, implementing message propagation. In fact, the structure of the time stamps mimics that of the proof tree: each time stamp identi es a unique node in the proof. Notice that we consider here the possibility of branching points with more than two branches, since decomposition of resource formulae is executed at once and may yield any number of par-components.
De nition 11 Let ; : : :; fj S ] n j g n:t 2 It could be argued that simultaneous reading is not implemented by the CHAM described above, because the block of messages in the broadcast-rule is grabbed by the reading agent. This is in fact an instance of a general problem of the CHAM framework: as mentioned in 9] the CHAM cannot distinguish between the situation where some item is preserved by a rewrite rule (as intended for the block of messages in the broadcast-rule) and the situation where the same item is cancelled and then generated again (in which case one could argue that simultaneous reading is excluded). The CHARM framework 9], o ers a solution to this problem. We have left a study of using the CHARM framework instead of the CHAM framework for future research. The propagation of the broadcast messages is achieved by the set broadcast-rules consisting of the following four CHAM rules. j:t # ; & t n ?! fi:t " g i=1:::n^i6 =j ; t # ; & t n t " ; & t n ?! fi:t " g i=1:::n ; & t n t " ; > t ?! > t t " ; fj S j g t ?! fj S ] j g t The broadcast mechanism works in the following way; The \broadcaster" is always a living agent, hence an open leaf of the proof tree mapped into a subsolution of the CHAM, indexed with a time stamp t identifying the position of the leaf in the proof tree. In order to broadcast a block of messages to the entire tree, the block is recursively propagated downwards in the tree, using the information of the time stamp, to all the ancestors of the agent. Furthermore each time a downward propagation step is performed at a node, upward propagation steps are triggered at that node. Of course, upward propagation is not initiated on the branch where the downward propagation takes place, but only on sibling branches. This is captured by the rst rule in broadcast-rules. The last three rules implement in an obvious way upward propagation. Figure 3 illustrates the propagation mechanism. Dashed arrows represent downward propagation steps along the branch of the ancestors of the agent requesting the broadcast. Plain arrows represent the upward propagation steps | ultimately reaching the whole tree | triggered by these ancestors. Propagation and delivery of messages may here take place simultaneously; multiple concurrent writer agents are allowed as well as multiple concurrent readers 3 . We now map LO proofs into CHAM solutions.
De nition 12 Let be a proof. We take cham( ) to be the CHAM solution consisting, for each node at position t in , of a molecule of the form & t n if the node is a branching node of , or a molecule of the form > t if the node is a termination node of , or a subsolutions of the form fj C j g t if the node is an open leaf labeled with the context C.
Thus, the whole structure of the proof tree is mapped into the CHAM solution. We can now formally state the equivalence between LO computations and CHAM computations as follows: Theorem 4 Let P be an LO program, let and 0 be two proofs based on P. We consider on one hand (regular) proof construction sequences based on P and on the other hand the CHAM consisting of the set of rules fPg P2P fR^ g R; broadcast-rules p ? r q ? s . As a matter of fact, LO, by trading explicit exponentials (responsible in Linear Logic for marking \reusable" formulae) with a \spatial" separation in sequents (permanent entities, i.e., program formulae, on the left of the provability symbolà nd non-permanent entities, i.e., resource formulae, on the right) allows searching for Linear Logic proofs under a particularly e cient strategy, described in 1] (see also Sec. 3); a spatial separation of a similar kind has also been adopted in some more recent developments of the Linear Logic enterprise 11, 12] . On the other hand, the LO operational semantics is still given in terms of sequent inference gures, and thus maintains those aspects of arti cial serialization of the computation which are inherent to sequent proofs: namely, the fact that all inference steps on a branch of proof must appear in sequence, although in principle many of them could be performed in parallel. This problem is tackled within Linear Logic itself, where the concept of \Proof Nets" has been proposed as an alternative to sequent proofs in 10]: Proof Nets permit a highly parallel encoding of Linear Logic proofs. However, they are based on a well-formedness criterion (the \short trip" condition) which is rather cumbersome to handle in the process of proof construction; thus, they appear better suited for computational frameworks (e.g. Interaction Nets 14]) where proofs are normalized (perhaps by multiple normalization steps taking place simultaneously) rather then directly searched and constructed. Our CHAM encoding of LO computations retains some aspects of desequentialization o ered by Proof Nets, but is better suited to the case of proof construction.
In particular, program formulae which are purely multiplicative (i.e. contain no occurrence of the additive connective &) can be applied simultaneously in the CHAM solution | provided they do not share a resource in their input part. Consider for example the program of Fig. 4 . In the CHAM encoding, the two formulae may apply simultaneously to any solution of the form fj p; q; S j g, and lead to the solution fj r; s; S j g. This is captured in the proof net representation of the same transition (see Fig. 4) , where the application of the two formulae 5 are performed in two distinct parts of the net and hence are not sequentialized. In the sequent proof system, on the other hand, two syntactically distinct proofs are possible (see Fig. 4 ), which di er only inessentially in the (arbitrary) sequence of application of the formulae. On the other hand, program formulae containing the additive & must be sequentialized. In our CHAM based true concurrency operational semantics, this is realized by the use of the airlock mechanism in the expression of the rules for the decomposition of resource formulae containing the additive, allowing the duplication of whole subsolutions. Similarly, proof nets introduce the concept of \box" to deal with this problem. Clearly, one could experiment also with other frameworks related to CHAMs to implement our approach: suitable candidates are CHARMs 9] (see footnote 2), rewriting logics 15] 6 , contextual nets 17] etc. The proof construction mechanism called \instantiation" in section 3.3, can be shown sound and complete with respect to Linear Logic, as shown in 3], via the Phase Semantics, introduced in 10] to provide a model-theoretic (tarskjian) characterization of Linear Logic. Basically, soundness and completeness rely on the idea that generating contexts through proof construction amounts to enumerating phases in the phase space corresponding to the denotation of the given program. In this way, the \copying" operational meaning of the & connective is exploited not just for duplicating preexisting information, but also for propagating new information. However, in order to make this approach practical, there is need of the broadcast marker^to give the user control on which phases are e ectively generated; as a consequence, this creates a form of incompleteness. Still, the \focusing" strategy for searching proofs can be maintained, by intertwining it with synchronization mechanisms to handle communication; this is directly re ected in the fact that the CHAM encodings for LO with broadcasting are simple extensions of the non-broadcasting case, where the extensions speci cally concern the delivery and the reception of information.
Broadcasting
We have seen that the main challenges about implementing broadcasting in LO are in keeping track of the dynamic recon gurability of the system (creation and deletion of agents at run-time), and ensuring soundness in the delivery of the messages. This kind of challenges is in general to be met in adding broadcasting to systems based on oneto-one communication. We have proposed two solutions which both make use of a notion of time to overcome such di culties; thus, messages are time-stamped, and agents themselves have an internal time through which it can be checked whether a given message must or must not be delivered to a given agent. The \linear time" solution relies on the idea that agents regulate their own clocks with respect to a global clock, through which messages are also time-stamped; agents can only read messages which are not in their present or in their past; the internal clock of an agent advances each time an agent reads a message or writes one, in which case the global clock gets itself updated through the action of writing. The \branching time" solution relies on the idea of time-stamping agents at the time of their creation; sibling agents all get di erent stamps, initiating alternative futures evolving from a common past; messages are themselves time-stamped with the stamp of their creator, and cannot be read by any agent who belongs to the same present or the same future of the broadcast message. In this case, there is no global clock, but only local times, starting from the time of the oldest agent, which is stamped with . Both solutions have their advantages and their trade-o s: linear time is very simple, and entails a straightforward way of implementing parallel reading, but is completely sequential in the writing, as each writer agent must rst take possession of the global clock and release it after the write is performed; branching time permits more parallelism in the writing, as there is no notion of a unique global clock, but is more complicated from the point of view of reading, as information must ow through a sideway-downward/upward propagation scheme along the branches of the proof tree. We can make conjectures about which machine architectures are more appropriate for each solution: shared memory architectures appear particularly well-suited for linear time, as the time stamps could be seen as di erent locations in the memory where the messages are stored and agents actively go and fetch them; highly distributed, message passing architectures t well instead with branching time, as open nodes in the proof (agents) can be identi ed with nodes in a network and their ancestors with communication points handling the routing information. The type of broadcasting in LO programs is closely related to the model studied in 19] . These studies are concerned with the externally observable behavior of processes communicating via broadcasting, thus assuming broadcasting as a primitive mode of communication. However, it is seldom (if ever) the case that parallel or distributed imple-mentation platforms provide broadcast communication as a primitive. Instead one-to-one asynchronous message passing seems to be predominant, and we have therefore focused on how to implement (in an abstract sense) broadcast communication when one-to-one asynchronous message passing is assumed. Recently in the (theoretical) object oriented community the asynchronous one-to-one message passing paradigm has been studied in its own right 13, 18] .
